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INTRODUCTION
The word “Signum” comes from Latin. It means “constellation”. We chose this name because of the group of artefacts with star shape. This project is referred to an animal
that will be explained in the next pages.
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INTRODUCTION
DESIGN

“SIGNUM”

The Design

Outward appearance

This design is made in the ‘Glow-

We made an interactive wall filled

In order to be able to create the

worm’ project. Glowworms are lit-

with moving elements that had to

above mentioned, the stars could

tle creatures whose bodily parts

answer to project requirements as

not be made of a translucent

can glow and pulsate. With this

mentioned in the introduction. In or-

material. Therefore, we experi-

tool these creatures can communi-

der to create glow and pulsation we

enced with a black star moving in

cate and subconsciously respond

added intelligent artefacts that re-

front of red light. This created an

to each other. Our project aims to

act to the presence of people and

atmosphere that was too aggres-

create a set of light artefacts that

to the movement of one another

sive and not as friendly as we had

imitate these animals. So our design

consecutively which result in differ-

in mind. That’s why we changed the

needs artefacts that emit light and

ent light patterns behind shapes in

colour of the stars into white, which

respond to each other and to their

the form of stars, which can change

matched best with blue lights.

environment in an intelligent way

their appearance.

but it must be able to be overruled
by the user.
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INTRODUCTION
How and where

General use

Where to use “SIGNUM”

As we mentioned before the stars react to the presence

In order to find context of where we could use this

of people and to movement, which gives an element

design, we visited several places and institutions.

of surprise. When there is no movement, the star closes

The “Jeroen Bosch”hospital seemed a very suitable

and the lights glow randomly. In order to attract atten-

environment to place this wall. This hospital is very

tion, the stars will start moving by themselves out of the

modern and has a lot of cultural artefacts, but there

blue, no presence or movement is then required.

are no facilities for patients to relax outside of their
hospital room. Therefore, we imagined a room with
this wall on one side to occupy the patient’s mind in
a relaxing way. Of course this is only one example
of where to place this wall. These artifacts can be
placed in any imaginable environment.
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INTRODUCTION
Possibilities

Adaptability

Context possibilities

As the system is set up in individual nodes, adaptability

As the system is easy to modify, it can be placed in

is one of its features. The current showmodel makes use

almost any place or situation. It was first designed for

of a star like shape, this can be tweaked indefinitely,

a hospital context to give the younger patients a fun

and as long as the joint stay the same the possibilities

and interesting system to play with. Another example

are endless.

could be the train station, where the travelers pass

Another endless aspect of this product is the number of

by the system giving a reaction to them they did not

nodes which are active in the system, as each node has

expect, here is the element of surprise key. It can be

it’s own brain and senses they do not need each other

placed in a public space with the addition of a see

in order to operate. In theory this make it able to scale

through wall in front of it (which doesn’t affect the

the system infinitely

system as the sensor see through it) to prevent vandal-

Color replacements offer suited ambience for every

ism. Public or semi public spaces like the hospital are

situation, location and context. Even color chang-

perfect for this system. Keeping the element of surprise

ing nodes are possible, these give more flexibility, as

while keeping the opportunity to return frequently to

places aren’t used for the same reason all the time and

experience and discover the system.

moods of people change.
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EXPLORATION

Introduction

Glowworms (the insects that inspire our project)can make body parts glow and pulsate using bioluminescence. They can adapt their glow , brightness
and pulsating frequency to other glowworms as well
as their environment. For example, glowworms glow all
through the night when attracting prey, but they will dim
when light comes through the cave or when they are
disturbed by people or animals. The fascinating thing is
that Glowworms unconsciously respond on each other,
resulting in a system behavior or emergent behavior
(Tyler, 1994).
Our project aims to create a set of light artifacts that
has the same kind of behavior as these little glowing
insects. Artifacts that emit light and respond to each
other and their environment, but can be overruled by

The project fits in the ongoing research of the stakeholders of the project, the Open Light Institute, that
looks at the results when changing the following two
elements:
1. The controls of the light system are part of the lights
themselves, so at the exact same location where you
want the light;
2. The lights take initiative and do not wait for people
to set them.
In conclusion, we are going to make a set of working
objects that can sense and give light within the framework of the research of the Open Light Institute. There
is a big emphasis on the physicality and materiality of
the system of artifacts: only by sensing, perceiving and
doing, we can create beautiful emerging behavior.

the user.
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EXPLORATION

System focus

System or Application focus
The first decision we had to make was to have an ap-

However, our group has made the choice for a system

plication or system focus as being the ‘framework’ of

focus. This focus gave us more freedom to create some-

our project. The two focus areas have a completely

thing conceptual and explore what the effects are of

different starting point of ideation, so it was important

certain light patterns or atmospheres in and adapting

to have this set in the beginning of the design process.

to space they are in. This decision has been based

The application focus has a clear target group, which

merely on the personal development plans of all indi-

implies a fixed context and a lot of user involvement.

viduals of the group. Our opinion was that the system

Before ideating, there should be found a design prob-

focus is a bigger challenge, since it has a bigger range

lem of challenge and have this as starting point.

of creativity and we can start with the interaction we
think is interesting (instead of having the user or problem as starting point).
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EXPLORATION
Light

Since we were in Light, Time, Space, Move, from the

would limit our open mind thinking in this stage, because

beginning of the project we would like to work with

this would steer ourselves in a certain direction of idea-

light. The very broad system focus forced us to start to

tion and ‘delete’ a lot of other interesting and maybe

explore the opportunities of light in combination with

innovative notions. We tried to think more abstract and

emergent behavior. What are the (changeable) char-

see the system as something that was alive like a bunch

acteristics of light and how do these characteristics in-

of insects, instead of a technologic system.

fluence the space that they are in? What effect do they
have on (the behavior of) people and how do people

To explore the combinations of the two parts of our

interact with light? These kind of questions resulted in

project, light and communication, we have searched

a small research to develop a sense or feeling of what

for a lot of pictures and images which displayed either

we are working with and what we can achieve with light.

light (effects) or systems. By randomly combining two

At the same time, in this project the communica-

pictures, we tried to find interesting insights and ideas.

tion between the artifacts or the light is as important as

We have used this exploration for the first Pressure

the light effect. For this, we had to explore what kind of

Cooker we had to do. For four weeks in sequence we

‘sense’ we wanted to integrate into the light system and

had to do these Pressure Cookers, from which the last

what the possibilities were. The possibilities are easily

one was individual.

checkable by just having a look at the variety of sensors, which are available. Though, we thought that this
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EXPLORATION

Pressure cookers
Pressure Cookers
Understanding by making and doing
We noticed that the Pressure Cookers we had to do for four weeks helped us to truly understand the project
GlowWorm. They also prevented us from making some crucial conceptual mistakes in the final concept, because
we had already made them in the Pressure Cooker concepts. We had to work out a whole concept in very little
time – one week- with very little information gathering: through trial and error we learned what the GlowWorm
project had to contain to succeed and how we should deal with this.

Image from Pressure Cooker 1
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EXPLORATION
Pressure cookers

A good example for a ‘conceptual mistake’ was that our concepts were too focused on the end result. In
our coach Jan-Derk Bakker’s words “we were looking at the garden instead of the plants”. The very valuable feedback we got was to limit and abstract the ‘concept of the gardens’ and try to start with what
we wanted to accomplish with one singe node. To achieve this, a change of mindset was needed: we
had to move the system and its behavior to the background and focus on the small brains that the system
is built of. In other words, what is interesting for one artifact and how can we expand this through the
whole system to make this effect even bigger?

Image from Pressure Cooker 2
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EXPLORATION

Individual
Pressure cookers

Finally, we had a Pressure Cooker Solitaire, which means that we had to work out a concept individually. It was a great opportunity to show how we personally interpret the project and to demonstrate individual skills and knowledge. At the same time it is a moment that shows the advantages of
teamwork what you miss when you are working alone.

Image from Manon`s
individual pressure cooker

Image from Naomi`s
individual pressure cooker
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EXPLORATION

Individual
Pressure cookers
Every week of the Pressure Cooker project, we had to present our concept
like we were presenting it to a future client. Presenting enabled us not only
to improve our oral communication skills, but also made us aware of how to
approach a client, what to tell and what to leave behind and how to deal
with positive and negative feedback.

Image from Max`s
individual pressure cooker

Image from Manuels`s
individual pressure cooker
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EXPLORATION
NEMO

Before the start of ideation for the final project, we went to NEMO, the
largest science center in the Netherlands.
NEMO has five floors full with interactive objects to explain scientific
phenomenon’s (e-nemo.nl). Project wise, we were more interested in how
they made attractive interactive objects, than the phenomenon’s. NEMO
showed us how to play with the different senses and made us aware of
the multiple ways to interact with people.
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IDEATION

29

Image from NEMO museum

IDEATION
Starting point
After the three pressure cookers with the “Glowworm

about the electromagnetic fields that mobile phones

Project” concept on our minds, we decided to use a

produce. We could use electromagnetic sensors to

video from the Internet about a star-shaped mechani-

measure these fields and that way change the objects’

cal object that expanded effortlessly until its shape

behaviour.

changes into a nearly perfect circle.

The concept was discussed with the coach and this

We found this kind of motion very interesting and full of

idea was rejected because it seemed to be a complex

potential.

and unreliable idea. We decided to use proximity sen-

After deciding what direction to follow, we thought

sors instead, which appear as more reliable and with an

of different inputs for these objects. First, we thought

easier to measure input.
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IDEATION
Starting point
As a group, each member built one sample of an expanding object
to try out the possibilities we had and. This was a start of a long way
of improvement concerning the expanding star. All these models
were built with 1mm cardboard.
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IDEATION
Starting point

Once all was discussed, the project had to be developed in a way that people
could provide us with the feedback we needed for the mid-term exhibition. We
needed to build at least one tangible star, make the proximity sensors work and
clarify our ideas with the communication system.
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IDEATION
Mid term exhibition
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IDEATION
Mid term exhibition
In the mid term exhibition, we presented our idea divided into different
components. We thought that this division was more focused on getting a
wider range of feedback than presenting an integrated design was.
The idea that we wanted to show consisted of:
“A wall of expanding stars that integrates light that reacts by changing
lights and movement behaviour. These stars react on each other, with the
user and the environment”.
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IDEATION
Mid term exhibition
This idea we wanted to show was divided into three components; the expanding
star itself, other options with different stars concerning the shape, and the communication between stars.
First, we built an expanding star so that people could experience the shape
and size changes by expanding and contracting it. This was a hands-on experience for the users.
We built the star with 2mm white cardboard that needed to be spray-painted
to achieve the results that we were looking for.
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IDEATION
Mid term exhibition
Second, two variations of shape of the expanding star were made. We kept the same
mechanism and just played with the shapes to get different aesthetic options.
These two variations were shown as a quarter of the whole star for people to get an
idea of how they would look like if they were fully completed.
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IDEATION
Mid term exhibition
Third and last, we needed an example of how the communication between objects would
work. We placed a proximity sensor and three lights pretending to be the expanding stars. The
proximity sensor collects the information from people and sends it to one of the light objects.
Then, it transmits it to the other two light objects with less intensity.
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Feedback
Dividing our idea into different components worked out pretty
well in terms of the feedback that we wanted to collect.

IDEATION
Mid term exhibition

Concerning the communication possibilities, we had several
opinions. People provided us with ideas on different kinds of
inputs apart from the proximity sensors.
There was also a bit of confusion about the communication
between objects: would it be through the input or where there
be “living systems” which would react with each other no matter
if there was an external input?
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IDEATION
Mid term exhibition
Everyone was curious about the expanding star. Eve-

The negative feedback, usually more useful than the

ryone wanted to manipulate it and play with it. The

positive, was mostly concerning two aspects: first,

feedback was mostly positive on this area, but it left

that we did not specify if there was light in the sys-

people wondering about a lot of issues.

tem and how would it be used, and the main aspect;

They asked about colour (it was painted), materials

we did not have a clear context to justify our idea.

and specially the size if the idea was to place it in a
wall. People also wanted to know about which pattern would the objects have in the wall.
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IDEATION
Mid term exhibition

CONCLUSIONS

WHAT NEXT?

The mid-term exhibition was very positive in every way.

After drawing conclusions of the mid-term exhibition, we

We knew the next steps to follow and we had a plan for

shared them with our coach and debated about follow-

the upcoming months in order to reach our goal.

ing the same direction or changing the idea and find

The main conclusions were that our context was very

something more viable.

weak and we needed to spend the following week trying

We were conscious that taking the first option repre-

to make it more certain. We had a lot of ideas about the

sented a challenge (“high risk, high reward”) but it could

light, now we needed to put them into practice and see

have a good result. We were confident and chose to

which effect we liked better.

continue with our original idea and fight for it.
After this important decision, we needed a plan for the
following month. With our PDPS on the table, we divided
the tasks bearing in mind everyone’s competences that
needed more development.
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CONCEPTUALIZATION
AND DEVELOPMENT
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CONCEPTUALIZATION
AND DEVELOPMENT
Context

The feedback we got in the mid-term exhibition made

to think about a context.

us realize that people had problems with us not being

In our project we have chosen for a system focus in

able to provide a context to our project. Apparently,

which the context is less clear than in the application

people can understand and appreciate a project or

focus. The project is more concerned with exploring

product better in context. Communication aspects as

‘what happens’ with the space, atmosphere and hu-

understanding and appreciation are important criteria

man behavior when people interact with our reactive

for success of design projects. At the same time, the

system. Therefore it can be placed in various contexts.

feedback made us aware that context gives meaning

We decided to use scenarios, so we do have a con-

to a project, it makes it stand out academically in com-

textual background, but not necessarily a fixed place,

parison to art objects. Context also provides handles

time and user.

and goals. These were the main reasons why we started
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CONCEPTUALIZATION
AND DEVELOPMENT
Context

We have explored a lot of different places: from the

patients feel better and recover sooner than in a bor-

public spaces of the TU/e, to the city center and hos-

ing, functional hospital environment (Dijkstra, 2009).

pitals. We thought the hospital context could be really
interesting, because we noticed (by comparison the

After having conducted research on this paradigm

Catherina hospital and the ‘brand new’ Jeroen Bosch

shift, we noticed that our project would perfectly fit in

hospital) and read that there is a kind of paradigm shift

this scenario as ‘delighter’; an object that has strong

in how to appoint and furniture hospital environments

impulse/positive stimuli on people because they do

(Dilani, 2004). While they used to think that the interior

not expect it.

of hospitals should be as functional as possible (clinically, hygienically), nowadays people tend to think

We want to emphasize again that this is just one

more about the influence of the environment on the pa-

scenario in which our project would fit. Though, this

tients. For example, people who are ill are more sensi-

scenario represent how we explored scenarios to bet-

tive to their environment than healthy people. Thereby,

ter illustrate and clarify our project. The scenarios also

a colorful and social environment really does enhance

provided us goals concerning the physicality, materi-

the revalidation of patients. Concluding, if the hospital

ality and communication of our system.

environment will be designed more colorful and social,
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CONCEPTUALIZATION
AND DEVELOPMENT
Mechanics
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CONCEPTUALIZATION
AND DEVELOPMENT
Mechanics

The project’s mechanical part is very important. After

One of them was the material; the star was made from

the mid-term exhibition, we had to start trying different

2mm cardboard and it was not strong enough to sup-

systems to find which one fitted better with the idea we

port the joints, apart from producing too much friction

had in mind.

on them. The solution we found for this issue was to use
3mm vivac (transparent plastic) instead.

First, we had to improve the star that was built for the
exhibition, since it had a couple of issues that needed

With this new prototype, the next step was to think how

improvement.

to make it open and close. Various options came to
mind.
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CONCEPTUALIZATION
AND DEVELOPMENT
Mechanics
Our idea was to make a layer underneath the main

The next week, the prototype was ready to integrate

star. This layer would integrate a motor that, using a

the star and try if it worked properly. After some try-

mechanical system, should move two vertices of the star

outs, the motor proved not to be strong enough to

and this way the whole star would open and close.

open the star because of the big level of friction exist-

After discussing this idea with several experts on the

ing. We were happy anyway since the star could be

subject, we built a mechanical system made out of

manually manipulated, and so the system was partly

wood to check that the motor was strong enough to

working.

move the whole star.
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CONCEPTUALIZATION
AND DEVELOPMENT
Mechanics
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CONCEPTUALIZATION
AND DEVELOPMENT
Mechanics
The conclusion we can draw out of this was that we

This option appeared to be more expensive and, in

could build the same prototype in acrylic plastic, the

order to spend that amount of money; we needed to

friction would be reduced to the minimum and the motor

ensure that the idea would work. We were not con-

would be able to expand and contract it properly and

vinced on a hundred per cent that this would work, so

with less effort.

we started looking for alternatives

PICTURES OF
SKETCHES OF
ACRILYC
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CONCEPTUALIZATION
AND DEVELOPMENT
Mechanics

We consulted some experts and decided to build a

We made almost every piece out of acrylic plastic

quick wooden prototype of a system that needed a

in order to avoid high friction, but the main layer was

much smaller amount of power than the previous one.

made of wood.

This time, when the motor was connected to the mechanical layer, the system worked and the motor was

For this final model the star was also improved. This

able to move the star without problems.

time instead of transparent acrylic we built it with white
acrylic, and also improved the joints.

That was the time to start thinking of the final model for
this system. To build it precisely we had to laser cut eve-

We also integrated light in this layer, so that we could

ry piece in order to get the minimum friction possible.

minimize the space.
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CONCEPTUALIZATION
AND DEVELOPMENT
Light

Since the main subject of the project is light, we knew

After the mid-term exhibition and using the feedback

we had to somehow integrate it on the prototype. At

provided, a lot of ideas came to mind on how to inte-

the beginning of the process we first focused on the me-

grate light on our proposal. We analysed the different

chanical part to afterwards think about the light pos-

possibilities to afterwards investigate and produce

sibilities available.

different prototypes in order to evaluate the results.

We had quite a few ideas about how to integrate light

Most of the investigation process was related to the

on the object. Both the mechanical and lighting parts

reflection on the acrylic star. For the tests we ordered

were developed in a parallel way through the process,

several models of LED lights from china to check which

until the final model was ready. This final model includes

one was the best fit for the results we were looking for.

light and mechanics in the same layer.
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CONCEPTUALIZATION
AND DEVELOPMENT
Light

The investigations brought us to the decision of build-

The separation between the small lights was different

ing a model made of wood, including the LEDs we

so we could study which distance was more conveni-

thought could produce the results we wanted.

ent. In order to achieve a more uniform lighting, we

These LEDs were placed in a pattern that followed the

placed a sanded vivac layer on top of the lights with

shape of the star we were in process of building.

a certain distance between them.

Our idea was to place the lights in a layer underneath

After building this layer, we blended it with the me-

the actual star, so that when the star is closed, the lights

chanical part to analyse it and evaluate if that was

could not be seen, and when it opens, the lights would

what we had in mind. The try out was a success, so

reveal.

now we had our minds clear on what we wanted the

We wanted to try different light patterns with the shapes

final product to look like, and what to show at the end

of the expanding star as well.

of this semester.
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CONCEPTUALIZATION
AND DEVELOPMENT
Light
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CONCEPTUALIZATION
AND DEVELOPMENT
Light
Once the decision was made, we ordered the LED

As mentioned in the mechanical system part, all of the

lights that were picked as best candidates for the final

LEDs were attached in the same layer as the mechani-

prototype. This time, in order to be more precise, the

cal system responsible for the moving of the star.

fitting of the LEDs and the star was developed first on

The final step was to solder every LED and use the

Adobe Illustrator. The holes for the lights were laser cut

least possible wiring in order to make the layer more

to achieve more precision as well.

manoeuvrable in case something had gone wrong
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CONCEPTUALIZATION
AND DEVELOPMENT
Technology

We see the technology as a tool to realize the effect

- it has to be the same for every object/multiple single

we want to reach in our project. The project itself is not

brains;

about the technology, but technology has an extreme-

- the communication should not be based on a very

ly important role. Technology makes it easier to create

complex programming/code;

the communication we had in mind and to make use of

- Arduinos as microcontrollers, since we have basic

artificial light. In order to make things that are not alive

knowledge of how to program them.

talk, we need technology.

Mid-term exhibition
Requirements

During the mid-term exhibition we already showed the

Beforehand, we have set some requirements for the

‘single-brain’ principle by having three Arduinos work

technology to have a clear idea of what we have to

by themselves, but communicating input and output

do:

to each other via a Master-Slave serial connection.

- it has to be compact, to fit in the object;

This is a hierarchical connection, as at that time we

- it should be as cheap as possible;

did not know yet how to make one artifact master and

- it should contain light;

slave. Something that is however necessary for the

- it has to be easy to multiply;

final concept to make all artifacts talk to each other.

- it should be strong enough to power the mechanics;
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CONCEPTUALIZATION
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Technology

Programming
Final concept: event based foundation

We have learned that we should work incrementally:

In order to understand the communication better in

begin to connect just one artifact (microcontroller)

combination with the technology; we specified the

to one sensor, check if it works, add another sensor,

behavior for one node and for the whole system.

check if it works, add another artifact and a motor,

Before starting to program, we have drawn events,

etc. This method makes it easier debug or to find dam-

rules, conditions and actions, which resulted in several

aged hardware. It also helps to better understand the

scenarios. Through trial and error we have solved

circuit.

problems and made the ‘perfect’ communication. This
made it possible to begin with programming.
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CONCEPTUALIZATION
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Technology

Master-Slave

we had to make a bigger code, but also an easier

Although our aim was to have a system of single

code, because everything we had to do was kind

brains with the same program on every one of them,

of ‘recognizable’.

we noticed that we could not reach this goal in
the limited time we had. However, to have a work-

Finally, the system does not completely work as we

ing prototype, we should find another solution that

had in mind, but the communication of the stars

shows the same communication, but fakes the aimed

is clear and we have learned to process through

functioning of the technology.

taking a lot of little steps.

Because we already had some basic knowledge
of the Master-Slave and Wiring library of Arduino

Like mentioned before, the technology is a tool

and we only have to send messages through the

to create an interaction and ‘sense’ and that is

system, we chose for a system that has one Master

precisely what we have done with it.

microcontroller and multiple Slaves. This means that

89

WHAT NEXT?

There are always options to make a design better.

a working prototype that satisfied our wishes. The iter-

Especially when there is just half a year to go through

ations we went through and the selection of, for exam-

the whole design process.

ple the way of communication, shape and method are

Because of the educational system in the TU/e, this

based on our personal knowledge, skills and theory,

process is highly influenced by the vision and identity

but not on the exposure of our product to the ‘real’

of (the individuals of) the project group. In combina-

world. We might have made other choices if we had

tion with the high degree of freedom in every project,

done so. We are aware of this and would surely have

we can choose to design what we think is valuable,

done some user testing if the project would go on a

meaningful and beautiful. Though, to validate these

bit longer. This would probably also have provided us

assumptions for society, user tests have to be done.

better context and verified scenarios.

In this report we have explained why we think our pro-

Concluding, we have gone through a lot of iterations

ject has value, meaning and is aesthetically pleasing,

in our project and we have developed a lot of skills,

but we could not verify it by user testing. We were not

but the value and meaning of our product for society

able to do so, because we focused too hard to have

is not certain because we have not tested it.
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TASK DIVISION

Manon Barendse

-

Exploration of expanding star
Mechanical and building part for stars and motion mechanisms
Testing and experimenting with lighting options.
Modelling (Event based) communication (technology)
Programming communication Mid-Term and Final product
Design and lay-out booklet Mid-Term Exhibition
Testing hardware
Context exploration and research on scenario’s
Participated on writing the report (exploration, context, technology
and evaluation)
Taking care of the minutes during meetings
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TASK DIVISION

Manuel Suarez

-

Illustrations and visuals of first and second pressure cookers.

-

Own version of the expanding star.

-

Mechanical part and poster design of Mid Term Exhibition.

-

Mechanical and building part for stars and motion mechanisms
(except the last wooden prototype).

-

Building support for first wooden prototype with light.

-

Illustrations and visuals for presentations and project report.

-

Design and layout of the project report (Adobe InDesign and
Adobe Photoshop).

-

Design of all pieces needed to be laser cut (stars, layers, etc.)
including final prototype, used Adobe Illustrator.

-

Participated on writing the report (Ideation, Mechanics, Light).
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TASK DIVISION

Naomi Verdaasdonk

-

Prototyping in the beginning.

-

Self-invented version of the star.

-

Mechanical part for the midterm exhibition.

-

Mechanical and building part for stars and motion mechanisms.

-

The first try out of the whole system.

-

Arranged an appointment with the engineering expert.

-

Arranged an appointment with Chet (laser cut expert).

-

Wrote down the different situations there could be and what
should happen.

-

Solder the LED’s.

-

Placed the LED’s in the wooden layer.

-

Made the final mechanical system in the wooden layer.

-

Participated on writing the report (Marketing).
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TASK DIVISION
Max Weetzel

-

Programming and ordering electronics.

-

Working diaphragm with lights as own version of the star.

-

Mechanical and building part for stars and motion mechanisms

(except the first wooden prototype).
-

Testing and experimenting with lighting options.

-

Solder the LED’s and placed the LED’s in the wooden layer.

-

Made the final mechanical system in the wooden layer.

-

Participated on writing the report (Marketing).
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